Hi Everyone

This week's Departmental Acknowledgement goes to Christine Lejtenyi.

Christine receives the DA for an important award that she received in Spring from her peers. Specifically Christine received from the Association of Allergists and Immunologists of Quebec their 2019 Bram Rose Award. This is given by the Association's Continuing Professional Development Committee in recognition of an individual's extraordinary contribution to advancing the profession and practice of allergy and clinical immunology.

This Award reflects Christine's passion for both her clinical practice and teaching. She has done much in the way of outreach to improve the recognition and management of problems in allergy and immunology by front line clinicians. This is a most important aspect of our role as a paediatric tertiary centre; interfacing with our care network and improving the level of care provided.

Please join me in congratulating Christine on this most deserved Award.

Have a great weekend everyone!
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